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! DO NOT USE THE AG DISPENSER WHEN FROZEN !
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SLIDER COMBINA TIONS (important)

There are specific slides required for different bedding materials. See parts pages 15
and 16 (FS 200 page 19). 

1. If dispensing sand it is essential that only the sand slide be used in the 150s
and the 175s. The "s" means sand, and under no other circumstances should
sand be spread with any other machine than an "s" type.

2. As a rule of thumb the larger the material the larger the two holes need to be.
I.e., the machines are manufactured to dispense the finest of material (DUST)
If larger material is to be dispensed the holes need making larger,

3. If the machine runs in one direction then stops and then the other and stops,
This is due to the holes being too small. 

NOTE; TO KEEP THE HYDRAULIC COMPONENTS WORKING WELL AND TO GIVE A
LONG SERVICE IT IS VITAL THAT ONLY CLEAN, WELL MAINTAINED OIL IS USED. 

If machines are required to be used on prime movers with limited oil flow, the AG
Dispenser can be modified to suit. Using the 140-60 pulley ratio.

4. The maximum oil flow for all AG Dispensers is 2800 PSI

5. If the AG Dispensers are to be used on Prime Movers, on which the oil pressure
is in excess of the above, it must have an oil pressure relief valve fitted. 

3. The AG Dispenser requires the following oil flows:-

Model: Oil Flow:
150 15-60 l/min
150s 15-60 l/min
175 30-60 l/min
175s 30-60 l/min
200 30-60 l/min
FS200 30-90 l/min
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OPTIONAL  EXTRAS

1. The pulley ratio is 140-60 ratio,
This can be fitted to all the side
Delivery machines, giving extra
Distance on throwing material.
NOTE the belt tension remains
The same .

2. A, the spider assembly unit can
be Fitted to all AG Dispensers.
The Unit gives extra agitation
within the bucket. 

B, the unit is to be mounted on
the Opposite side to the wering
edge in The center of the
bucket, with the Points of the
unit interconnecting With the
flights of the auger. 

The diagram above shows a 150-sawdust slide and the direction in which to make
the holes bigger. Please make each hole the same size, or uneven spread may
occur. Only remove small amounts from the slide at anyone time and then run
and test.
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E, the belt tension on both the XPZ900 and the XPZ875
Should be the same, i.e., 15mm as shown in picture.

F, replace all guards and fasten correctly. Run and test. 

Monthly

1. Check Vee-belt tension, please ensure the prim mover is switched off and the hand
break applied. The correct procedure as shown below.

A, the AG dispensers with removable
Conveyors need the two bolts on the right
Side removing. The two on the left are to
Be slackened.
B, the AG dispensers 150/150s require the
Four M8 bolts removing ( item A ). 

C, to tighten the belts, lossen nuts M10 (item B )

D, then tighten using adjuster screw (item C ) 

A

B
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PARTS ILLUSTRATIONS
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GARNETT FARMS ENGINEERING LTD POLICY NOTE

GFE policy is one of continuous improvement.  We reserve the right to change
prices or specifications of equipment at any time without notice. Orders are

accepted subject to our standard conditions of sale. All weights and measures
shown in this brochure are approximate.

WARRANTY

As part of GFE after sales back up programme, we have a full comprehensive
dealer support service. For details of our warranty, please see your own GFE

authorised dealer


